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Abstract

Creating music can be challenge for people who don’t have enough music related
knowledge. The goal of this project is to create an end-to-end model to generate
songs based on a user’s facial expression and preferred musical style. For example,
the model will generate sad Jazz music if the user feels sad and likes Jazz music.
A LSTM model is used for music generation, a CNN model is used for emotion
recognition based on facial expression, and a nearest neighbor algorithm is used
for music recommendation based on the output of the CNN combined with a song
database that includes valence-arousal scores for songs. The models we present
in this project can recommend music based on human facial expressions and then
use the recommended music as input to generate new music that inspired by the
recommended music. The final product is a customized song according to the
user’s preferred music style that matches the user’s emotion.

1 Introduction

People listen to music in their daily life but it is hard for audience to create music using the features
they can understand without enough music composition experience. Thus, it is valuable to help
people generate some music with deep learning. The features we can easily get from music pieces
can be: emotion of the music, music genres, etc.

Our goal is to develop an end to end system starting from mood detection based on facial expression
and ending with music generation characterized by the detected mood. The starting input is an image
of a face. This is input into a CNN which is trained to recognize facial expressions and outputs both
valence and arousal scores, which is part of a psychological framework for characterizing emotion.
Valence measures the degree of positive and negative emotions, and can range from most unpleasant
(-1) to most pleasant (+1). Arousal measures emotional intensity and ranges from calming (-1) to
highly agitated (+1).

The valence/arousal (V-A) score is output from the CNN and a nearest neighbor algorithm is run to
find a neighborhood which contains songs V-A scores closest to this output V-A score. These songs
are recommendations for the user based on the user’s emotion. One of these songs is chosen from the
set of recommendations and a sequence from this song is used to seed a LSTM sequence to sequence
model to output music that mirrors the user’s emotion.
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2 Related work

2.1 Emotion recognition and music recommendation

Traditional methods of facial recognition detection have relied on handcrafted features and techniques
such as non-negative matrix factorization. Since 2013 sufficient training data from real world
scenarios have been collected and deep learning methods have been developed that achieved detection
accuracy that exceeded previous results by a large margin.[7]

For example, many CNN models such as the VGG-16 and ResNet50 have shown good performance.
A recent study showed that ensemble learning of VGG-16 and ResNet50 outperformed either of the
individual models.[8, 9]

2.2 Music generation

RNNs have been used to generate music in a way similar to text generation. However, text generation
is simpler because at each time sequence there is only need to generate one word at a time, whereas
in music there there can be multiple notes played at the same time and notes have duration (the
amount of time the note is sustained) and dynamics (how the note is played). More recently, WaveNet
implementations[1, 2] have used 1D CNNs with dilations to increase the receptive field. Like RNNS,
WaveNet sare also considered autoregressive learning. GANs[3] have also recently been used for
music generation.

WaveNet implementations need GPUs to train and the model is probabilistic and autoregressive[5].
However, this model cannot make the samples exhibit interesting structure at timescales of seconds
and beyond without scale up the model size.

The other music generation approach is using sequence LSTM model[6] which is the model we used
in the project. This is an RNN model and can be performed without using GPUs. The traditional
LSTM model is able to generate similar music given one piece of input music. Based on the traditional
LSTM model we have, the model we present generated music with music style combination by
operate the weights in the model.

3 Dataset and Features

The AffectNet dataset is used for facial expression detection. AffectNet is a databases of facial
expression images collected from the internet. Around 440k images were labelled with facial emotion
types and valence and arousal scores. There are seven types of emotion categories, including "Happy",
"Sad", "Surprise", "Fear", "Disgust", "Anger", "Contempt". There are also "None", "Uncertain"
and "Non-face". We use this dataset to train the network to take an image of a face and output V-A
scores.[7]

When training for emotion recognition model, we use 50k images randomly selected from AffectNet
as training dataset and 10k images as test dataset. Considering that color doesn’t affect facial emotion
very much, we condense RGB images into grey-scale images. The input size of the image is 49 by
49.

Deezer is a online music streaming service. There is a Deezer mood detection dataset which maps
each song in Deezer to a V-A score. After we predict a V-A score from an image of a face, we use this
dataset to construct the song recommendation set whose songs have V-A scores close to the predicted
V-A score.

We attempted to train our baseline and final music generation model with 349 pieces of classical
piano music and 349 of jazz piano music. We use the Music21 package to read and pre-process the
MIDI files which included transposing the music to the the key of C major or A minor. We did not
reserve any files to use as a validation set as we are generating music and not predicting ground truth.
Thus we did did not plan to perform model tuning based on a validation set.

There is a total of 68,018 distinct notes and chords and 108 distinct note durations from our 349 files
of jazz music. From our sample of 349 files of classical music, we obtain 212,553 distinct notes and
chords and 158 distinct note durations. Distinct note pitches and durations are the "vocabulary" that
will be used to generate new music. Note pitches and durations need to be predicted together. We
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tried training music generating models with these files in Colab with a Tensor Processing Unit, but
were not able to even get past the pre-processing process without crashing. Thus, when training on
jazz and classical piano music, we take a random sample of only 10 files.

When training on pop songs for the purpose of generating music that mirrors the mood characterized
by the input face image, we train on 50 pop songs. As songs are shorter and much simpler than jazz
and classical music, there are fewer unique notes, chords, and durations, thus there was no problem
completing the training process.

4 Methods

For the facial emotion recognition model, we implement two CNN based models. One is a 10 layer
CNN model with one 11 by 11 conv layer, one 5 by 5 conv layer and three 3 by 3 conv layers. The
other one is a transfer learning based on AlexNet. And we found that the transfer learning model
performs better in terms of predicting valence and arousal values. MSE is used as the loss function.

MSE =
1

n

n∑
t=1

(ŷt − yt)
2

For the music recommendation part, we calculate the distance of the vector of our facial emotion
recognition model to the vectors of all the songs in valence and arousal space.

By now, using an LSTM to generate sequences has become typical, however that is the approach
we decided to use even for our final model. This is similar to generating a sequence of characters
to build a dinosaur name. However when generating music, even our simplistic approach is more
complicated. The input and output of our model requires two sequences. One is a sequence of note
pitches and the other is a sequence of note durations.

To preprocess our data, our training set of MIDI files are read in by the Music 21 package, transposed
to a common key, and split into sequences of 32 note pitches and durations to be used as the input
training set. The training output labels are the notes and durations following each of sequence of
length 32.

The baseline LSTM network use categorical crossentropy as loss function and Adam as optimizer.
Our final LSTM network also trained with the categorical crossentroy loss function, but with RMS
Prop as the optimizer.

Compared to our baseline LSTM network, our final network also includes a Bidirectional LSTM
layer in the beginning, and the use of attention for predicting the next note/duration. We expected
that the training loss would decrease faster due to these additions and our results support this.

To generate music, the song selected by the facial expression detection algorithm is sampled for a
random sequence of length 32. The user can manually impose structure such as Section A, Section B,
Section A (variation 2), Section C, Section A (variation 3).

5 Experiments/Results/Discussion

For the facial emotion recognition model, we start with a relatively simple CNN model with 10 layers.
However the model could not even handle the emotion classification problem. The best of the model
could reach is 51.38% in a 8 classes classification task, shown in Fig. 1

Then we start to implement transfer learning based on the AlexNet model to predict the valence and
arousal values. We use two individual models to predict valence and arousal value respectively. We
compared the RMSE and correlation between the predicted valence and arousal and the true values of
10 layers CNN model and the AlexNet based model, shown in fig.2

Our baseline LSTM, at 90 epochs shows a training accuracy of 97% and training loss of 0.088. At
the same 90 epochs our final model gives a training accuracy of 98% and training loss of 0.0516.
This is not surprising as the final version includes a Bidirectional LSTM layer in the beginning and
uses attention when prediction the next note. Baseline LSTM model is used to perform music style
transformation since this structure is easier to operate between different model weights we have. In
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Figure 1: Loss and accuracy of training and validation dataset over epochs

Figure 2: RMSE and correlation metrics of valence and arousal prediction

the experiment, we use the results generated from music generation section(see Fig. 4) as one of the
music feature and use jazz music as the other music feature.

The jazz music feature is including improvisation and individual interpretation. In Fig. 5 we can
visualize one type of jazz feature is the strong nodes in the scripts with highlight. In Fig. 6 we can
visualize that some strong nodes is adapted to the music pieces which indicate the model works
properly. When generate the music, we can tune a list of hyper-parameter as listed below:

1. the epoch number for weight data(90 epoch is the optimal in our model).
2. number of initial character we want to use in the music transformation
3. length of music sequence we want to generate.
4. batch size is 16 since 16 samples are enough to update the weight.

The result shows in Fig. 6 using 90 epoch, 35 initial character and sequence size 400.

Bidirectional LSTM model is used to perform music generation with the referencing music shows in
Fig. 3 and the generated output shows in Fig. 4.

6 Conclusion/Future Work

For the facial emotion recognition, we found that the simple 10 layer CNN model is too simple
to handle this complex task. It gets under-fitted. Thus we use a transfer learning model based on
AlexNet which is pre-trained to capture the features of images. And this model gives us the highest
performance. And we found that, the RGB doesn’t affect the valence and arousal value prediction
very much, considering the facial emotion has no difference on red band, green band or blue band.
Thus the images are pre-processed into grey-scale.
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Figure 3: Music referenced in the generation
model

Figure 4: Generated music from referencing mu-
sic

Figure 5: The jazz music with strong notes high-
lighted

Figure 6: Output music with Jazz feature

Generating music with a desired mood is very challenging. One problem was that the mp3 to MIDI
conversion contained extraneous elements other than note pitches and durations. Another major
problem is that the mood of a song depends on the whole performance (singer, instrumentation, key,
etc). In other words, music is very complex and to generate a particular mood would require a much
more complex architecture and much larger training size.

Future work could include the following the ideas below.

1. Learn song structure instead of manually imposing it during the music generation process.
There are papers that describe how this can be done using reinforcement learning.

2. Generate music with V-A scores as a direct input instead of sampling from a song with a
particular V-A score.

3. Develop a robust evaluation method using music a emotion classifier.

7 Contributions

H.M. contributes to the facial emotion recognition model and music recommendation model. C.C.
contributes to the music generation that inspired by recommended music. Z.C. contributes to the
music generation that adding user’s designated music style. H.M., C.C. and Z.C. all equally contribute
to the idea discussion, presentation and draft writing.
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